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There’s a reason why Jackson Safety* 

Nemesis* Eyewear is one of the 

top-selling brands in North America 

and the most popular line in the 

Jackson Safety* Eyewear portfolio. 

MAKE THAT SEVERAL: comfort, style, 

durability, and a range of options to 

address individual needs. Like color 

choices. Different size frames. Vision 

assistance. They all affect how workers 

look and feel in protective eyewear – 

potentially tipping the scale between 

protection and injury. Why take a 

chance on anything else? Choose this 

trusted brand to enhance safety and 

productivity in your workplace. 

These three attributes can have a major 

impact on compliance because, in many 

cases, workers will risk injury rather than 

compromise how they look and feel.  

THE CONCERN? Becoming one of the 

estimated 2,000 workers who sustain a 

job-related injury every day.1

1  Liberty Mutual Institute for Safety. “Protective Eyewear in  
the Workplace Examining Barriers to Use” From “Research  
to Reality” Vol. 12, No. 3 

2  Applies to Nemesis*, Nemesis* Polarized, Nemesis* VL, 
Nemesis* CSA, Nemesis* Rx Readers, and Nemesis* with  
Rx Inserts Safety Eyewear

COMFORT, STYLE, AND 
DURABILITY

Unsurpassed durability is just what you’d 
expect from a trusted leader recognized 

for high-quality, reliable eyewear2

Nemesis* Safety Eyewear 
also offers a range of unique 
features and benefits:

• Meets ANSI Z87.1+ standards  
to ensure compliance with  
minimum OHSA standards and 
impact protection

• Polycarbonate lenses that provide 
99.9% UVA/UVB/UVC protection 
to prevent possible damage to the 
cornea, lens, retina, and other parts  
of the eye

• Scratch-resistant, hard-coated 
lenses for durability and longevity  

• Lightweight, flexible frames designed 
for durability, longevity, and enhanced 
comfort for a range of people

• A neck cord with every pair for safe 
and easy storage when eyewear is  
not in use  

• Different lens options for different 
environments to help reduce  
eye fatigue

• A wide array of colors and styles to 
let people express their individuality
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Nemesis* Safety Eyewear    •   Pairs/Box:   12

Code Lens Coating Frame Gravity Feed Product Features

25676 Clear Black l • Patented Flex-Dry* nosepiece 
designed for comfort with 
enhanced flexibility and integrated 
ridges to divert sweat

• Light blue lens option is available 
to provide contrast in sodium 
vapor lighting environments and 
bright work environments that use 
yellow incandescent/fluorescent 
lamps

25679 Clear Anti-Fog Black

19639 Light Blue Blue

47378 Clear Anti-Fog Red l

47388 Clear Anti-Fog Silver l

47384 Clear Anti-Fog Metallic Blue l

Nemesis* Safety Eyewear: Sporty, flexible, and lightweight design provides comfort and compliance.

Nemesis* VL Safety Eyewear: Need eyewear that is frameless for easier cleaning, allows more upward  
peripherial vision, or is just plain lighter weight? Try the Nemesis* VL Safety Eyewear, a frameless option.

Nemesis* Small Safety Eyewear: Good things come in small packages. The Nemesis* Small Safety Eyewear  
delivers all of the benefits of the standard Nemesis* Safety Eyewear in a smaller frame size – to fit slender, narrow faces.

Nemesis* CSA Safety Eyewear: Sporty, flexible, and lightweight design provide comfort and compliance  
now with CSA certification for Canada.

Nemesis* Small Safety Eyewear    •   Pairs/Box:   12

Code Lens Coating Frame Product Features

38474 Clear Black w/Black Tips • Structure features a stronger 
nose piece and wider bridge for 
an amazingly comfortable fit

• Fun tip colors on select eyewear 
appeal to the user’s individual style to 
help drive compliance

38478 Clear Anti-Fog Black w/Pink Tips
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Meets the optical requirements of the  
ANSI Z87.1 standards

Meets the impact protector requirements 
of the ANSI Z87.1 standards

Nemesis* VL Safety Eyewear    •   Pairs/Box:   12

Code Lens Coating Frame Gravity Feed Product Features

20470 Clear Gunmetal •  Frameless and lightweight

•  No-brow design increases upward  
and peripheral vision29111 Clear Anti-Fog Gunmetal l

Certified to meet the impact, ignition/ 
flammability, coverage, optical requirements  
of the CSA Z94.3 standards

Lenses are made of a polycarbonate material  
that provides 99.9% UVA/UVB/UVC protection

Product complies with the Trade Agreements Act

Number denotes the base curve of the eyewear;  
a higher base curve provides more wraparound  
protection and peripheral vision, and can reduce  
the need for side shields

Nemesis* CSA Safety Eyewear    •   Pairs/Box:   12

Code Lens Coating Frame Gravity Feed Product Features

20378 Clear Black l • Patented flexible nose pieces with 
integrated ridges to help channel 
away sweat and keep glasses from 
sliding down the user’s nose

20379 Clear Anti-Fog Black l
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Effective October  2017® Registered Trademark or * Trademark of Kimberly-Clark Worldwide, Inc. Marques déposées de Kimberly-Clark Worldwide, Inc. ou de ses filiales. © KCWW. 
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Kimberly-Clark warrants that its products (1) comply with K-C’s standard specifications as of the delivery date to K-C’s authorized distributors/direct purchasers and are warrantied for the following periods from end-user’s date of purchase (veri-
fied by valid sales receipt) (a) five years for Balder* Technology auto darkening filters; (b) two years for all other auto-darkening filters; and (c) one year for powered air-purifying respirators; (2) comply with all K-C labeling representations; and (3) 
are manufactured in compliance with all applicable federal, state, and local laws in effect at the time and place of manufacture of the products. THIS WARRANTY IS IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING ANY 
WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. K-C is not liable for any kind of special, incidental, or consequential damages. K-C’s liability for breach of contract, tort or other cause of action shall not exceed the 
product purchase price. Purchasers and users are deemed to have accepted the above warranty and limitation of liability, and cannot change the terms by verbal agreement or by any writing not signed by K-C. To the extent required by applicable 
law, K-C does not limit its liability for death/injury resulting from K-C’s negligence.

Nemesis* with Rx Inserts Safety Eyewear    •   Pairs/Box:   12

Code Lens Coating Frame Gravity Feed Product Features

38503 Clear Anti-Fog Black l • More lightweight and comfortable 
than options like side shields and 
over-the-glasses safety eyewear

• Adjustable ratchet-action temples 
with five positions to provide a 
truly custom fit

Nemesis* Rx Readers Safety Eyewear: For the millions of people who experience far-sightedness or  
vision problems associated with aging, they might not be able to read up close or see the task at hand without  
experiencing eye strain, headaches, eye fatigue, or adjusting physical positions. We offer Nemesis* Safety  
Eyewear with integrated diopters for vision assistance.

Nemesis* with Rx Inserts Safety Eyewear: Need corrective lenses to do your job? Just take the Rx insert  
and your prescription to your preferred vision provider to have your prescription filled. Then, simply click your  
personalized Rx insert into the Nemesis* with Rx Inserts Safety Eyewear frames.  

RX prescription insert

Nemesis* Rx Readers Safety Eyewear    •   Pairs/Box:   6

Code Lens Strength Frame Gravity Feed Product Features

28618 Clear +1.0 Black l • Sporty, flexible, lightweight eyewear 
with integrated diopters for vision 
assistance

• Patented Flex-Dry* nosepiece 
designed for comfort with 
enhanced flexibility and integrated 
ridges to divert sweat 

• Hard-coated lenses for scratch 
resistance and longer life

28621 Clear +1.5 Black l

28624 Clear +2.0 Black l

28627 Clear +2.5 Black l

28630 Clear +3.0 Black l

Every pair includes a 
neck cord for reduced 
risk of damage when 
not being worn

�Gravity feed  
display box featured 
on several styles
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